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PLASTIC SHELVING UNIT INFO

Plastic shelving unit measurements in inches:

48.2 tall x 22 wide x 14.2 deep

My affiliate link to purchase the plastic 
shelving unit:

https://amzn.to/2M8rTVw

https://amzn.to/2M8rTVw
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SEWING SKILL LEVEL FOR BEST OUTCOME

Intermediate skill required. Project deals with lots of yardage and accurate satin-stitch
tracing of templates.

SUPPLIES NEEDED

Straight edge scissors

Pinking shears (optional)

1-yard non-fusible interfacing of your choice

Main fabric of choice – yardage provided below

At least one spool of Gutermann thread (satin stitching requires lots of thread)

Ruler

Measuring tape

Straight pins

Zipper (optional)

Velcro (optional)
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FABRIC YARDAGE IN INCHES

2-1/4 @ 60 wide if you like the fabric print sideways.  If making pillows, get 3. 

Example:

4 @ 45-60 wide if you like the fabric print lengthwise.  If making pillows, get 5.  

Example:
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CUTTING in inches

Cut 2 pieces each at 37 wide x 62 long.

For those using the yardage sideways that means your piece will only be 60 long and a 2 
inch band will need to be added or simply a narrower hem.  This detail can be dealt with 
last.  So don’t add on the band until you see how the slipcover is fitting when project is 
complete.

FABRIC CHOICES

Any woven fabric.  Avoid stretch knits.  When using stiff canvas, duck cloth, denim and 
similar, advise insertion of a separating zipper to avoid struggle slipping the cover over the 
shelving.  Alternatively, sew in strips of Velcro.  That means cutting wider than 37 inches if 
you plan to cover the zipper.  If leaving the zipper teeth exposed (which is fine), stay at 37 
wide.  If adding 1-inch wide strips of Velcro, plan on cutting 39” wide so that you have 
enough sturdy overlap.

ZIPPER USAGE

Purchase a separating jacket zipper of metal, molded plastic or nylon teeth.  Zipper does not 
have to extend all the way to the top – going as high as to mid to top of second level is good 
enough.  If you plan to make side openings lower than the top level, you’ll have to figure out 
how to handle zipper/Velcro placement.

VELCRO USAGE

Plan on folding back 1 inch, then the second inch lengthwise on opposite sides of each 60-
62 inch piece to make a sturdy Velcro overlap.
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SEWING 

Step 1

Sew short side seam connecting both 60-62 inch pieces.  Press ½ inch seam to one side or 
the other and topstitch for reinforcement.

Step 2

Press under hem at bottom of each piece.  If working with 60 inches, press up 2 inches once 
only, you can add a 2” band later if you decide you need the extra length.  If working with 62 
inches, press up 2 inches once, then 2 inches again for a substantial hem.  

Step 3

Decide which panel will be the front and work from just above the hem on upward, as 
demonstrated in the video.
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Step 4

Make the Archway

Place two pieces of 8.5 x 11 printer paper together at the long sides and tape.  Place a 10-
inch diameter dinner plate centered over the tape.  Trace half of the circle from tape to 
tape.  Now you have your archway.  Cut out.

Place and center the archway width-wise and 6 inches up from fabric hem raw edge if 
working with 62 inches, or 4 inches from fabric raw edge if working with 60 inches.  

Back the paper archway pattern with interfacing.  I used very stiff “pursing” non-fusible 
interfacing.  You may not need interfacing with denim and stiff canvas-type fabrics.

Pin well.

Trace the archway template.

Remove the paper template.

Satin stitch around the archway on the outside of your tracing.  Satin stitch is the widest and 
tightest zig-zag stitch you can create.   

Trim interfacing one inch away from stitching.

Make the cut work by carefully slashing in the center of the archway and cutting along the 
inside of the satin stitching.

I went around each cutout a second time to tidy up very ravelly fabric after snipping away 
excess fabric with my embroidery scissors that the big scissors couldn’t get on the first 
cutting.  If cutwork stretches a bit from second round, simply steam press into shape.
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Step 5

Make the Circle

Place two pieces of 8.5 x 11 printer paper together at the long sides and tape.  Place a 10-
inch diameter dinner plate centered over the tape.  Trace all the way around.  Now you have 
your circle.  Cut out.

Place and center the circle width-wise and 6.5 inches up from the top of the archway satin 
stitching.  

Back the paper circle pattern with interfacing as before.

Pin well.

Trace the circle template.

Remove the paper template.

Satin stitch around the circle on the outside of your tracing

Trim interfacing one inch away from stitching.

Make the cut work by carefully slashing in the center of the circle and cutting along the 
inside of the satin stitching.
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Step 6

Make the Hearts

Cut out 4 of the heart template below.

Place and center the circle width-wise and 6.5 inches up from the top of the archway satin 
stitching.  

Back the paper circle pattern with interfacing as before.

Pin well.

Trace the circle template.

Remove the paper template.

Satin stitch around the circle on the outside of your tracing

Trim interfacing one inch away from stitching.

Make the cut work by carefully slashing in the center of the circle and cutting along the 
inside of the satin stitching.
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Step 6

Make the Hearts

Cut out 4 of the heart template below.
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Place and center the lower middle heart width-wise and 4.5 inches up from the top of the 
circle satin stitching.  

Place and center the upper middle heart width-wise and 3 inches up from the top of the 
circle satin stitching. 

Place each side heart 41 inches up from hem raw edge if using 62 inch panels, or 39 inches 
up from 60 inch panel OR EYEBALL as best as you can.

Back all hearts with interfacing as before.

Pin well.

Trace the heart templates.

Remove the paper templates.

Satin stitch around the hearts on the outside of your tracing

Trim interfacing one inch away from stitching.

Make the cut work by carefully slashing in the center of the hearts and cutting along the 
inside of the satin stitching.

Step 6 (Continued)

Make the Hearts
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Step 7

Make the Side Half Circles

Position half circles 4 times either 38 inches up from 62 inch raw hem edge or 36 inches up 
from 60 inch raw hem edge, 2 per panel.

Back all half circles with interfacing as before.

Pin well.

Trace the half circle templates.

Remove the paper templates.

Satin stitch around the half circles on the outside of your tracing

Trim interfacing one inch away from stitching.

Make the cut work by carefully slashing in the center of the half circles and cutting along the 
inside of the satin stitching.

DRAPE THE ENTIRE PROJECT SO FAR OVER THE ASSEMBLED SHELVING.  STAND BACK FROM 
IT FOR PERSPECTIVE AND SEE IF ALL LOOKS GOOD.  ADJUST AS NECESSARY.
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Step 8

Sew Side Seams

Determine in which side seam  you’ll install a zipper or Velcro, if that’s the plan.  Otherwise, 
simply sew side seams at half inch seam allowances

If zipper teeth will be exposed, you’re good to go.

If using Velcro or allowing for enclosed zipper teeth:

For zipper, install a 36-inch either separating  or non-separating  zipper and press fabric fold-
over to middle of teeth and topstitch.  

For Velcro, a good 2-inch extension  below side circles will have been allowed for during the 
Cutting section.  Press in 1 inch, then press in another 1 inch and topstitch down on same 
side of each panel.  Sew on Velcro remembering to place on strip on the inside of one side 
and on the outside of the other side.

Step 9

Eliminate Dog Ears

Having fit the slipcover to the shelving once again, note the dog ears off to the sides at the 
top.  

Eliminate those by turning inside out once again and re-situating the end points into a new 
point with seams in the middle.  A good look at the video will help you with this step.

Measure in at least 6 inches, sew a straight line across, trim and finish seam as necessary.

Fit to the shelving yet again and determine whether or not you should sew in deeper for the 
best possible fit.
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Step 10

Hem Bottom

Fold up the bottom hem as per previous pressing and topstitch down.

Step 11 - Optional

Make 3 Pillows

Make three 13 x 20-inch pillows.  It helps to attach ribbon ties on two opposite ends of each 
pillow to tie around shelving poles to keep them from slipping off from all of kitties’ antics.




